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republicjournal

We’re a new publication exploring and rewriting the Nigerian story. Join us! Subscribe: https://republic.com.ng/subscribe/
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A Whirlwind of Dysfunctional Families. #OnSite⚡ 


 [image: A Whirlwind of Dysfunctional Families. #OnSite⚡   In her second novel, Nightbloom, Peace Adzo Medie uses issues associated with womanhood and family dynamics to speak on larger societal issues in Ghana.  Swipe to learn more and read the full review by clicking this image at the link in our bio.  ______________ 📝: Kikachi Memeh (@kikachi.memeh) 🔍: Peace Onafuye (@yetundeandbooks), Yusuf Omotayo (@yusufomotayo); Editors 📷: Nightbloom by Peace Adzo Medie / THE REPUBLIC.]







Today in 1999, Ibrahim Baré Maïnassara, was assa


 [image: Today in 1999, Ibrahim Baré Maïnassara, was assassinated by his own presidential guard. #RxHistory⌛   On 09 April 1999, former Niger president, Ibrahim Baré Maïnassara, was assassinated by his own presidential guard while boarding a plane in Niamey, the capital city of Niger.  Swipe to learn more and read more stories about African history by clicking this image at the link in our bio.  _____________ 📝: Victoria Audu 📷: 03 July 1996 in Niamey, Niger's Head of State General Ibrahim Bare Mainassara praying for his victory at the 07 July 1996 presidential election.]







If your life at this moment was a line from a poem


 [image: If your life at this moment was a line from a poem, what poem would that be and what line? #OnSite⚡️  When we asked Sudanese poet, Safia Elhillo, this question, she said:  ‘A representative line of my life at the moment can be found in Aracelis Girmay’s poem, You Are Who I Love. It goes this way: “Finding ourselves here, witnesses to each other’s tenderness, which, this moment, is fury, is rage, which, this moment, is another way of saying: You are who I love.”’  If your life at this moment was a line from a poem, what poem would that be and what line? Let us know in the comments.  Read more answers from Safia Elhillo about reading and writing in her First Drat interview by clicking this image at the link in our bio.  ____________ 📝: Safia Elhillo (@safiamafia) 🔍️: Peace Onafuye (@yetundeandbooks); Editor 🎨: Kevwe Ogini (@dfutureart); Illustrator]







What Kenya’s Anti-Femicide Protests Achieved. #O


 [image: What Kenya’s Anti-Femicide Protests Achieved. #OnSite⚡   The co-founder and executive director of feminist movement, Feminists in Kenya, discusses convening Kenya’s anti-femicide protests of January 2024 and what needs to happen next.  Swipe to learn more and read more about Kenya’s anti-femicide protests by clicking this image at the link in our bio.  _____________ 📝: Wale Lawal (@wallelawal) 🔍: Wale Lawal (@wallelawal); Editor 📷: Protesters in the #TotalShutDownKE march, protesting against the recent rise of disturbing femicide incidents in Nairobi, Kenya, 2024. Photo: George Muriama / FLICKR.]







Today in 1953, Jomo Kenyatta was sentenced to seve


 [image: Today in 1953, Jomo Kenyatta was sentenced to seven years in prison for allegedly leading the Mau Mau Rebellion. #RxHistory⌛   On 8 April 1953, Kenyan anti-colonial activist and politician, Jomo Kenyatta, was convicted and sentenced along with five associates, to seven years in prison by Kenya’s British rulers, for leading the Mau Mau Uprising. In 1952, Kikuyu group called Mau Mau began a guerrilla war against White settlers and the colonial government. The conflict led to bloodshed, political turmoil, and the forced internment of tens of thousands of Kikuyus in detainment camps.  Swipe to learn more and find out what really happened by clicking this image at the link in our bio.  ____________ 📝: Ibukun Olokode and Ugonna Eronini 📷: Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh visit the President of Kenya, Jomo Kenyatta and his wife Ngina Kenyatta, Kenya, in 1972. Photo: William Lovelace/Hulton Archive.]







7 African Classics You Should Add to Your Reading 


 [image: 7 African Classics You Should Add to Your Reading List 📚️  In our latest book recommendation, we have compiled a list of seven African literary classics you should add to your reading list.   From the poignant exploration of post-colonial life to the intimate portrayal of personal struggles and triumphs, these books symbolize the essence of African storytelling.  What is your favourite African literary classic? Let us know in our comments.   Read the full list at the link in our bio  ___________________________ #ReadSomethingAfrican 📝: Peace Onafuye (@yetundeandbooks)]
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